Group Peer Evaluation Form

Time period evaluated

STARTING

WEEK (1 - 13): 3
DAY (TU or TH): TU

ENDING

WEEK (1 - 13): 6
DAY (TU or TH): TH

Team Member Names

SELF: me
OTHER #1: mini-me
OTHER #2: absent-me
OTHER #3: 
OTHER #4: 
OTHER #5: 

Rate 5--Strongly Agree; 4--Agree; 3--Neutral; 2--Disagree; 1--Strongly Disagree

(you may use 1 digit fractional values, like 3.3 -- within range 1 to 5 and not more than one decimal place).

Contributed a fair share to the overall work of the group. (averaged over time absent and time present).

SELF: 3
OTHER #1: 4
OTHER #2: 5
OTHER #3: 
OTHER #4: 
OTHER #5: 

WORST MARK:

I have low self esteem

BEST MARK:

Some people are better when not present

Worked well with other group members.

SELF: 4
OTHER #1: 3
OTHER #2: 5
OTHER #3: 
OTHER #4: 
OTHER #5: 

WORST MARK:

I talked when I wanted to talk

BEST MARK:

never interrupted me

How the numbers get used?

The geometric mean is computed for the entries for each student (both self and peer). Any missing entries or missing forms are assumed to contain a 1. The (geometric mean / 5) * number of weeks gives your weighted peer evaluation for that time period. The sum of the weighted peer evaluations corresponding to your 8 best weeks divided by 8 tells us what fraction of the 6% of the course mark allocated to peer evaluation that you have earned.

What happens to worst mark explanation?

It gets sent to person/people who got the worst mark (name of person who wrote it withheld).

What happens to best mark explanation?

They get sent to all members of the group (mark and what it was awarded for) (name of person who wrote it withheld).

What if I don’t like my mark?

I reserve the right to adjust the peer marks, both of the people who get them and the people who gave them, provided there is a complaint. However, as I am not actually at the group meetings, I tend to rely heavily on what appears to be the consensus position of the group on the matter.

Moving forward, of course, you can always seek out a new group.

The more frequently you do peer evaluations, the less note that using the 8 best in the course mark calculation does make it easier to walk away from a malfunctioning group.

What if I don’t give an explanation of a best or worst mark?

Then the mark won’t be counted in evaluating peers and your self mark in that category will be replaced with 1.

COMMENTS (including, but not limited to new categories that should be added to above form or removed from above form).

This was fun. Let’s do more.

Please.

GROUP PEER EVALUATION FORM
138: ENDING
139: WEEK (1 - 13): 4
140: DAY (TU or TH): TH
141: Team Member Names
142: SELF: mini-me
143: OTHER #1: me
144: OTHER #2: unknown
145: OTHER #3:
146: OTHER #4:
147: OTHER #5:
148: Rate 5--Strongly Agree; 4--Agree; 3--Neutral; 2--Disagree; 1--Strongly Disagree
149: (you may use 1 digit fractional values, like 3.3 -- within range 1 to 5 and not more than one decimal place).
150: Contributed a fair share to the overall work of the group. (averaged over time absent and time present).
151: SELF: 5
152: OTHER #1: 2
153: OTHER #2: 3
154: OTHER #3:
155: OTHER #4:
156: OTHER #5:
157: WORST MARK:
158: <Explanation>
159: I would rather not say, but you better not do it again.
160: BEST MARK:
161: <Explanation>
162: just tell me the answer
163: <Explanation>
164: Worked well with other group members.
165: SELF: 3
166: OTHER #1: 2
167: OTHER #2: 1
168: OTHER #3:
169: OTHER #4:
170: OTHER #5:
171: WORST MARK:
172: <Explanation>
173: didn’t write down what I said
174: BEST MARK:
175: <Explanation>
176: let me fill out their peer evaluation form
177: How the numbers get used?
178: The geometric mean is computed for the entries for each student (both self and peer). Any missing entries or missing forms are assumed to contain a 1. The (geometric mean / 5) * number of weeks gives your weighted peer evaluation for that time period. The sum of the weighted peer evaluations corresponding to your 8 best weeks divided by 8 tells us what fraction of the 6% of the course mark allocated to peer evaluation that you have earned.
179: What happens to worst mark explanation?
180: It gets sent to person/people who got the worst mark (name of person who wrote it withheld)
181: What happens to best mark explanation?
182: They get sent to all members of the group (mark and what it was awarded for) (name of person who wrote it withheld).
183: What if I don’t like my mark?
184: I reserve the right to adjust the peer marks, both of the people who get them and the people who gave them, provided there is a complaint. However, as I am not actually at the group meetings, I tend to rely heavily on what appears to be the consensus position of the group on the matter.
185: Moving forward, of course, you can always seek out a new group.
186: The more frequently you do peer evaluations, the less note that using the 8 best in the course mark calculation does make it easier to walk away from a malfunctioning group.
187: What if I don’t give an explanation of a best or worst mark?
188: Then the mark won’t be counted in evaluating peers and your self mark in that category will be replaced with 1.
189: COMMENTS (including, but not limited to new categories that should be added to above form or removed from above form).
190: <COMMENT>
191: one more time please
192: <COMMENT>
193: </COMMENT>
194: </COMMENT>